January 2012
OTIS TECHNOLOGY LAUNCHES NEW PRODUCTS AT 2012 SHOT SHOW
Las Vegas, Nevada; Otis Technology, the leading manufacturer of gun cleaning systems, is proud to
announce four new cleaning systems and a new solvent line as additions to its 2012 product line up.
The new products will debut at SHOT Show in Las Vegas, Nevada in January 2012.
3-Gun Competition Cleaning System: Otis is committed to product innovation and meeting the
needs of the market. As 3-Gun Competitions grow in popularity, and because shooting
competitions aren’t just clays and stationary targets anymore, Otis has created a 3-Gun Competition
Cleaning System. Today’s 3-gun courses demand accuracy, agility and expertise with a variety of
firearms, in a variety of situations. This new Otis system will clean 5.56MM rifles, 9MM, .40 & .45
caliber pistols, and 12 gauge shotguns.
Wingshooter Cleaning System: Otis is also proud to offer a new cleaning system geared toward
wingshooters. Upland bird hunting can be challenging and requires equipment that can withstand
the harshest conditions. Sometimes wingshooters face 12-hour days and unexpected storms while
busting thick brush with dirty firearms. Give your shotgun a fast, thorough cleaning in the field or
back at the tailgate with this lightweight, portable Otis system. The Wingshooter Cleaning System
cleans 12, 20, and 28 gauge shotguns.
MSR/AR Cleaning System featuring new Otis B.O.N.E. Tool® and Mongoose® G2:
Conditions in the field or range can be extremely tough on your Modern Sporting Rifle. Give your
rifle a quick, effective cleaning in the field without disassembly, or a thorough cleaning at the bench
with this lightweight system. The MSR/AR Cleaning System is designed to clean and maintain all
.223 caliber/5.56MM rifles. Included in this system is the B.O.N.E. (Bolt Operational Necessary
Equipment) Tool®, designed specifically to clean the bolt carrier assembly area, as well as
the new Mongoose® G2, designed for quick field cleaning. The MSR/AR Cleaning System
combined with the Otis TRS® Rail makes for a perfect gift for any MSR/AR enthusiast.
Zombie Gun Cleaning System: If thoughts of Zombies keep you up at night, Otis has an apocalyptic
survival item to add to your Zombie collection. Serious Zombie hunters and enthusiasts absolutely
must keep their Zombie firearms clean and properly maintained to be ready for the next attack. The
new Zombie Gun Cleaning System from Otis is designed to clean all 5.56MM rifles, 9MM, .40 & .45
caliber pistols, and 12 gauge shotguns. A green bore reflector/flag safety, D.O.A./85 Solvent, and a
limited edition Zombie labeled soft case are a few of the unique components featured in this new
system. Get back in the game and clean your Zombie firearm with Otis! It’s a no-brainer.
O12 Cleaners: Rounding out the new product line for 2012 is Otis’ new O12 specialty line of
cleaners. In addition to Otis’ current solvents; which include O85®, Special Forces DryLube®, and
CLP, the O12 line is offered in 4 unique formulas. O12-C™ Carbon Remover, O12-CU™ Copper
Remover, 012-PL™ Shotgun Blend Plastic Remover and O12-GP™ General Purpose Blend are each
available in 4 different size options: 2 oz., 4oz., 8 oz., and 16 oz. The new cleaner line is safe on all
gun metals and includes formulas and blends that remove carbon, copper, lead and plastic fouling.
This new line is biodegradable, free of ammonia and safe for the environment.
Visit the Otis Technology SHOT Show booth # 14213 to see these products and learn more. Otis
Technology is known for manufacturing the most advanced gun cleaning systems available. The
superior Breech-to-Muzzle® design combined with unmatched quality has positioned Otis as the
gun care system of choice with the US Military. Otis Technology is SMART GUN CARE.
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